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INTRODUCTION 
This appendix contains the summaries of the plans and studies affecting the Route 7 study 
area. The inclusion of these summaries is to help the background information report serve as a 
central repository of data gathered and display graphics and charts that speak to the 
transportation and land use changes proposed within each document.
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WMATA LEESBURG PIKE 28A/B EVALUATION STUDY 

Introduction 

The WMATA 28A/B Evaluation Study was undertaken to assess the viability of implementing an 

express bus variant to the existing 28A/B line, which is the only transit service covering more 

than a short distance of Route 7.  While the ridership of the 28A & B has been strong (over 

5,000 daily trips at the time of the study), the line was plagued by traffic volumes and frequent 

stops, often stretching one-way travel times to over 90 minutes.  It was hoped that a limited-stop 

service on Route 7 could provide a faster, more reliable trip for existing 28A/B riders, as well as 

attracting approximately 400 new weekday riders. 

Plan Recommendations 

The areas of greatest concern and opportunity, identified through the public process, included 

the following: 

• The existing schedule was reported to be insufficient, with poor weekend and late night 

service. Because of the long scheduled headways, poor reliability was more significant 

to riders. 

• Travel time was mostly an issue at Seven Corners and near the West Falls Church 

Metro. Few people were interested in the time from one end of the route to another. 

• Certain bus stops were extremely crowded in the mornings, mostly at transfer locations. 

• Getting to these stops was sometimes difficult when sidewalks were not available nearby 

(like crossing the Beltway). 

This service evaluation resulted in the 28X express variant of the Rte 7 Leesburg Pike line 

(implemented 2010), and the elimination of the 28B variant.  The current 28A now follows a 

route that is a consolidation of the old A & B route options in Alexandria, and the route in Tysons 

has been simplified as well.  The 28X, which runs in both directions during the AM & PM 

weekday peaks, serves only 17 stops between Tysons and Skyline/Mark Center. 

Implications for Route 7 Transit Alternatives Analysis 

The 28A/B Evaluation Study illustrated several of the core issues for the Route 7 corridor, most 

notably that the travel patterns are marked by a wide variety of short to medium trips connecting 

various points along the corridor, with relatively few trips covering the entire length of the 

corridor.  The 28X service as implemented established what could be seen as a “corridor within 

a corridor” connecting the density centers of Tysons & Skyline/Mark Center. 
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Figure A 1: Desire lines from 2008 origin-destination study of 28 Line passengers (from MWCOG 

 

 

The Study also laid the groundwork for the transit signal prioritization (TSP) and stop 

enhancement recommendations included for Route 7 as part of the Priority Corridors Network 

Plan. 

The ridership increase expected from the 28X service has thus far not yet materialized, with 

weekday ridership on the 28A/X averaging 5,002 in 2011. It should be noted that the economic 

downturn led to ridership drops system-wide. 
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PROPOSED BUS SERVICE AT METRORAIL SILVER LINE 
STATIONS: PHASE 1 AND 2 

Introduction 

The technical memorandum developed for WMATA describes the bus transit service proposed 
at Dulles Corridor Metrorail Stations in Phase 1 and Phase 2. The timeframe of the 
improvements is from 2009 to 2017, which is the span covered by the reports used as input for 
the memo. 

The Silver Line will provide service from East Falls Church to Washington Dulles International 
Airport and Ashburn. It will serve major employment centers such Tysons Corner, Reston-
Herndon, and Dulles Airport, and provide connections to Washington, DC. 

The purpose of the technical memorandum is to identify the bus service proposed by Fairfax 
Connector, WMATA, Loudoun County, and PRTC to coincide with Phases 1 and 2 of the Silver 
Line. 

Anticipated short- and long-term improvements 

The technical memo identifies two horizon dates, 2014 and 2017, which are the completion 

dates for Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the Metrorail Silver Line, respectively. The Silver Line is a 23-

mile extension of the existing Metrorail system from East Falls Church to Washington Dulles 

International Airport and Ashburn and will include 11 new stations. Phase 1 will provide service 

from East Falls Church to a station at Wiehle Avenue (east of Reston) and will also include four 

new stations in Tysons Corner. The memo identifies the bus service proposed by Fairfax 

Connector, WMATA, Loudoun County and PRTC during Phase 1 and Phase 2. During Phase 1, 

Fairfax Connector proposes several new routes and modifications to existing routes and 

schedules to serve the new stations. Fairfax Connector also proposes to eliminate existing 

routes during Phase 1. WMATA identified various routes that will be modified to start and end 

service at selected new stations. Existing routes will also undergo schedule changes. Loudoun 

County proposed new routes that will service the new stations, and other existing local and 

commuter routes will be modified to serve the new stations. PRTC also has plans modify 

existing routes to service the new stations. 

 

Phase 2 of the Dulles Metrorail project is expected to begin service in 2017 and extends the 

Silver Line from Wiehle Avenue to Ashburn in Eastern Loudoun County and adds six additional 

stations. Many of the proposed bus improvements that will be implemented during Phase 1 are 

planned to be altered to accommodate the new Phase 2 stations. During Phase 2, Fairfax 

Connector proposes new routes that will serve the new stations and plans to reroute and modify 

the span of service and frequency of some of the routes in Phase 1. WMATA proposes to 

eliminate a route during Phase 2 and modify the span of service and frequency of several 

routes. Loudoun County plans to plans to reroute and modify the span of service and frequency 

of some of the routes added in Phase 1. PRTC plans to implement new routes that will connect 

to the new Phase 2 stations. 
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Plan Recommendations 

Fairfax Connector, WMATA, Loudoun County, and PRTC currently provide service in the Dulles 

corridor. Proposed new and modified service will serve the new Phase 1 and Phase 2 stations. 

Phase 1 of the Dulles Metrorail Project is currently under construction. It is assumed that the 

proposed bus service will be implemented near the completion of Phase I in 2014 and 

recommended service for Phase 2 will be implemented near the completion of Phase 2 in 2017. 

 

The memo does not identify recommendations that are currently implemented. It is assumed 

that the recommendations will be implemented closer to the completion of Phase 1 and Phase 

2. 

 

Table A 1: Key Recommendations 

 

 

 

 Category of 
Bus 
Enhancement 

Improvement to Local 
Bus Service 

Improvement to 
Metrobus Bus Service 

Impact on 
WMATA Fleet 
Size 

Rec. Pass. Amenities / 
Impact on WMATA 
Facilities 

Rec.  ITS 
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o
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 T

e
rm

  New Bus 
Routes 

 Service to new 
Metrorail station 

 Service to new 
Metrorail stations 

None; new buses 
required are for 
local agencies 

None None 

Modified Bus 
Routes 

 Increased frequency 
 Service to new 

Metrorail station 

 Increased frequency 
 Service to new 

Metrorail stations 

None None None 
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VIENNA PLANNING DISTRICT 

Introduction 

The Vienna Planning District is located in the central northeast section of the County. The 

Vienna Planning District is predominantly comprised of residential neighborhoods with single-

family detached and attached dwellings.  The district includes some of the most developed 

sections of the County and covers about 16.7 square miles.  A mix of higher density residential 

uses is concentrated along the Lee Highway (Route 29) and Arlington Boulevard (Route 50) 

corridors.  Medium density townhouse developments are located in areas south of Route 123 

with some concentration in the area between Lee Highway and Route 50.  A 75-acre industrial 

park is located in the Town of Vienna adjacent to the County line.  There are several 

neighborhood shopping centers and one community shopping center, combined with scattered 

strip commercial uses, located in the Planning District.   

Vienna Transit Station Area 

The Vienna-Fairfax-GMU Metro station is located in the median of I-66, west of Nutley Street.  

The station is connected to parking and feeder bus service north and south of I-66 via enclosed 

pedestrian bridges above the highway.  Access roads extend both to the north and south of I-66 

from Nutley Street to Blake Lane.  Vehicles proceeding east on I-66 may take an off-ramp to the 

station, use the station, and then proceed to the westbound lanes of I-66 without having to enter 

the I-66 and Nutley Street interchange. These Metrorail stations provide the opportunity for non-

automobile dependent development to occur in a manner that is compatible with the existing 

nearby land uses. 

Recommendations 

Parking 

In order to promote the use of mass transit, parking for the multi-family and office uses should 

not exceed a ratio that is 10% higher than the minimum Zoning Ordinance requirements, not 

including parking spaces allocated to support TDM programs such as car sharing (e.g. 

FlexCar/ZipCar), car/van pool and fleet vehicles, shuttle vans/buses and the like. In order to be 

transit and pedestrian friendly, parking structures should generally be internal to the site and not 

oriented towards the Metro Station. 

Transportation 

It is essential that the impacts of the development allowed under this option be offset through a 

combination of additional roadway and transit capacity, roadway and pedestrian circulation and 

access improvements, and effective transportation demand management (TDM) measures. 

Capacity, Circulation, and Access 

 Detailed traffic impact analyses should be done at selected intervals (identified at time of 

rezoning or other zoning evaluation) to determine the improvements required to mitigate 

the impacts of the proposed development on the transportation system.  
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Transportation Demand Management (TDM) 

 A transportation demand management (TDM) program should be provided that 

encourages the use of transit (Metro and bus) and high occupant vehicle commuting 

modes, and that utilizes measures to reduce automobile trips. 

 A variety of TDM measures can be implemented to help achieve the expected trip 

reduction.  These measures could include the following: 

Alternative Transportation Services  

 Shuttle Bus(es)  

 Vanpools  

 Shared vehicles 

 Telecommuting  

 Concierge services 

 Incentives to “live where you work”  

 Contacting other building/development associations to combine and coordinate 

TDM measure  

Support Facilities/Programs  

 On-Site Transportation Coordinator  

 Ridematching Services 

 Preferred HOV Parking Locations  

  Flexible Work Hours  

 Financing incentives for reduced vehicle ownership  

   Pricing Programs  

  Parking Management/Pricing Programs 

 Subsidies for Use of HOV Modes, such as MetroCheck 
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Figure A 2: Vienna Planning District Overview 
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TYSONS CORNER URBAN CENTER 

Introduction 

Tysons, with its large concentration of office and retail development, is well positioned to take 

advantage of the coming of Metrorail’s Silver Line.  This line will run from the East Falls Church 

station and ultimately extend beyond the Washington Dulles International Airport into Loudoun 

County.  Four Metro stations are planned to open in the Tysons Corner Urban Center by 2014:  

Tysons East, Tysons Central 123, Tysons Central 7, and Tysons West.   The arrival of Metrorail 

service provides an opportunity to transform Tysons yet again, from an “edge city” into a true 

urban downtown for Fairfax County.  The remade Tysons should provide a better balance of 

housing and jobs, a transportation system that includes facilities for pedestrians, bicyclists and 

motorists, and a green network that links existing stream valley parks with open space and 

urban parks located throughout the area. 

Vision for Tysons 

Transportation 

Public Transportation 

In order for Tysons to develop into a great urban center, public transportation needs to serve an 

increasingly higher percentage of trips over time.  Metrorail is the most significant public 

transportation improvement and is expected to carry the majority of public transportation trips in 

the near term.  Metrorail will serve passengers travelling to Tysons from the Dulles Corridor to 

the west and from Arlington and the District of Columbia to the east; both directions contain 

significant residential centers.  It will also serve residents of Tysons travelling to these areas, 

which are also major employment areas.   

 While Metrorail is necessary for Tysons to develop into an urban center, it is not sufficient to 

support development at the Comprehensive Plan level. Other regional high quality public 

transportation services, such as express bus routes serving Tysons from the regional network of 

HOV and HOT lanes, are needed.  In addition, two urban rail transit corridors, with significant 

residential centers, need to connect to Tysons.    

A system of circulators is necessary to connect other areas of Tysons to the Metrorail stations 

and to provide a robust internal transit system within Tysons.  Finally, local bus routes will 

continue to serve Tysons and these routes connect nearby communities to Tysons for trips that 

are generally shorter than the trips served by the regional rail and bus network.   

Public Transportation Goals 

To support the level of development in Tysons forecasted for the year 2050, it is necessary for 

transit to achieve a 31% mode share of all person trips to, from and within Tysons Corner during 

peak periods.   

To be able to achieve the increase in transit use, the following transit services should be 

provided for Tysons Corner.  
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 The extension of Metrorail in the Dulles Corridor to Loudoun County   

 Express bus/BRT routes on I-66, I-95/I-495 and Leesburg Pike east of Tysons Corner  

 A Circulator System serving Tysons  

 Expanded local bus service 

 Additional BRT routes and other supporting services including park-and-ride and feeder 

bus routes to rail stations.  

  At least two additional  urban rail  corridors with substantial TOD development; for 

example, a more direct connection to a future Orange Line extension and a Beltway rail 

line to Montgomery County, both having TOD at their stations. 

 

Table A 2: Transit Mode Share at Increasing Levels of Development 

 

 

Metrorail 

The extension of Metrorail into the Dulles Corridor, with four stations located within Tysons, will 

offer mobility and accessibility from many portions of the region to Tysons.  More importantly, 

Metrorail will provide a necessary alternative to the automobile in order for Tysons to retain its 

economic viability and achieve its full potential.  The Metrorail service will also provide greater 

opportunities for people to reside in Tysons and use transit for much of their daily travel. 

Express Bus Service/Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) 

The opening of the Beltway High Occupancy Toll (HOT) lanes with three new connections to 

Tysons provides an opportunity to serve Tysons with a significant express bus network 

extending on the regional HOV/HOT network to destinations such as the I-95 corridor and the I-

66 corridor.    

These corridors are identified as “Enhanced Public Transportation Corridors” in the Fairfax 

County Transportation Plan.  This designation indicates that major public transportation facilities 

could be added to these corridors based on a comprehensive alternatives analysis at some 

point in the future.   

Along with Metrorail and light rail, Bus Rapid Transit and express bus services are potential 

options.  Serving Tysons with robust express bus service is needed to complement Metrorail. 
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These express buses are likely to use the Metrorail stations as terminal points and having 

passengers transfer there to an internal Tysons circulation system just like Metrorail 

passengers.   

System of Circulators 

In order to increase the use of Metrorail for trips to, from and within Tysons, it is essential to 

provide a system of transit circulators. The circulators therefore will have two main functions:  

 To provide quick and convenient access for Metrorail passengers to and from locations 

within Tysons but beyond walking distance from the Metrorail stations  

 To provide a quick and convenient way to travel within Tysons 

Local Bus Service 

When the Metrorail extension opens, the local routes are expected to be realigned to provide 

better service to the new Metrorail stations, while other existing routes may be eliminated or 

replaced by modified routes or the extended Metrorail service. Bus service frequencies will also 

be modified for other routes to achieve consistency with new transit service in the corridor, to 

better coincide with Metrorail headways and to reduce duplication of service where it exists.   

Multimodal Transportation Hubs 

Multimodal Transportation Hubs, strategically placed close to Metrorail and circulator stations 

and/or other retail, employment and residential centers, are needed to allow flexibility in trip 

making within Tysons. 

Multimodal transportation hubs are envisioned to provide alternative modes of transportation 

and transportation services including:  

 Transit (rail and/or bus)  

 Bike sharing  

 Car sharing  

 Other personal transportation devices  

 Taxis 

Some transportation services such as bike sharing, car sharing, and other personal 

transportation devices can be provided by a retail service. 
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Recommendations 

Tysons West 

Tysons West is a gateway to Tysons from Route 7 and the Dulles Airport Access Road and Toll 

Road.  This area of industrial uses, car dealerships and offices is envisioned to transform into a 

new transit-oriented, mixed use destination with special emphasis as an arts and entertainment 

center.   

Along Route 7, a transformed streetscape will create a wide tree-lined boulevard with inviting 

street level facades below high-rise buildings. This redesign should result in a calming of traffic 

through the area while maintaining the roadway capacity of Route 7.  

On the southeast end of the district, office buildings along Route 7 create a strong business 

environment.  People should be able to move easily back and forth between the Tysons  

Central 7 and Tysons West TOD Districts to take advantage of both transit stations and the 

supporting services planned for the ground floor of the office buildings and future residential 

buildings in this area. 

Redevelopment Option 

This subdistrict is envisioned for substantial redevelopment to create a mixed use TOD with 

significant office, residential and retail components, as well as arts and entertainment uses. 

To achieve this vision, development proposals should address the Areawide Recommendations, 

and provide for the following. 

 Public facility, transportation and infrastructure analyses should be performed in 

conjunction with any development application.  The results of these analyses should 

identify needed improvements, the phasing of these improvements with new 

development, and appropriate measures to mitigate other impacts.  Also, commitments 

should be provided for needed improvements and for the mitigation of impacts identified 

in the public facility, transportation and infrastructure analyses, as well as improvements 

and mitigation measures identified in the Areawide Recommendations. 

North Subdistrict 

The North Subdistrict is comprised of about 125 acres and is bounded by the Dulles Airport 

Access Road and Toll Road on the north, Route 7 on the southwest, and the Tysons Central 7 

and North Central Districts on the southeast. 

Redevelopment Option: The subdistrict is envisioned for substantial redevelopment to mixed 

use with office being focused along Route 7 and adjacent to the Dulles Airport Access Road and 

Toll Road.  Urban residential neighborhoods should be provided and will enliven the vibrancy of 

this mixed use district. Other land uses should include hotels, arts and entertainment, retail and 

support services. A series of urban parks should be provided and be linked by the street grid; 

this green network will provide places for people of all ages to walk and enjoy parks and open 

space. 
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Tysons Central 7 

Tysons Central 7 District has two subdistricts, separated by Route 7.  The North Subdistrict is 

envisioned to be a vibrant 24-hour mixed use center with residential, retail, and hospitality uses, 

as well as a high concentration of office space.  The South Subdistrict is envisioned as a civic 

center with a great public space and a significant new public building or buildings.  The South 

Subdistrict will also include a mix of public, residential and commercial uses.  The 

transformation in the South Subdistrict will be influenced by redevelopment that comes with the 

extension of Boone Boulevard.  The northwestern portions of both subdistricts provide 

connectivity to the Tysons West District by means of the grid of streets, which provides streets 

parallel to Route 7. 

 Along Route 7, a transformed streetscape will create a wide tree-lined boulevard on either side 

of the at-grade Metro station. This redesign will result in a calming of traffic through this office 

area while maintaining the capacity of Route 7.  The streets leading to and from Tysons Central 

7 will be pedestrian-friendly, encouraging people to walk and bike and leading people to the 

civic center and the business areas of the district. 

Redevelopment Option: A Common Green type urban park of at least one acre in size should 

be provided in the area between Route 7 and Greensboro Drive 

Tysons Central 123 

Tysons Central 123 is home to over half of Tysons’ entire retail floor area.  Building upon this 

strength by providing street-front, ground floor retail and more entertainment uses, this district is 

envisioned to remain the region’s signature shopping destination.  The vision for this district, 

however, goes beyond its current retail emphasis to create a vibrant mixed use area. 

Running through the heart of Tysons Central 123 will be improved Routes 123 and Route 7.   

Both will be redesigned as pedestrian friendly, tree lined boulevards, with greater connectivity 

between Tysons 123 and Old Courthouse South.   

The area is planned and approved for transit-related mixed use development with approximately 

6,800,000 square feet. 

Tysons East 

Tysons East serves as a signature gateway for those coming to Tysons from the east.  The 

defining focus of Tysons East will be Scotts Run Stream Valley Park, which is envisioned to be 

a great urban park and natural resource amenity surrounded by a mix of uses including office, 

residential, hotel, support retail and services.  In addition, the area is a good location for 

institutional and public uses, such as educational and recreational facilities.    

West Side 

The West Side District is developed with two residential neighborhoods and includes the Old 

Courthouse Spring Branch Stream Valley Park as a key feature.  This stream valley park, along 

with Freedom Hill Park and Raglan Road Park, result in about half of the land in this district 

being park land. 
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Old Courthouse 

Located between Route 7 and the edge of Tysons (south of Old Courthouse Road), the Old 

Courthouse District will have smaller scale office buildings and residential developments than 

TOD districts and will serve as a transition area between the Tysons Central 123 District and the 

neighboring communities.  

With additional infill and redevelopment, portions of the Old Courthouse District will evolve into a 

neighborhood that supports an active 24-hour environment where people go to restaurants or 

shopping after work.  Residential development will become a dominant use in most subdistricts, 

which will create the sense of community throughout this district.   

As Route 7 runs through the Old Courthouse District, street treatments will calm traffic and 

soften its negative visual impact from the businesses and residents fronting the arterial.  Active 

storefronts, street furniture and other pedestrian amenities will provide for a pleasant walking 

experience. 
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SUPER NOVA TRANSIT AND TDM VISION PLAN 

Introduction 

The Vision Plan will evaluate current transit service and transportation demand management 

(TDM) programs; existing and future land use, population, and employment conditions; travel 

patterns and trends; and projected travel demand as a basis for the development of a multi-

horizon vision for transit and TDM in the super region. The multi-horizon vision plan will focus on 

the near-, mid- and long-term periods between today and 2040. 

The Super NoVA Transit and TDM Vision Plan will recognize the purposeful connection 

between land use and transportation, today and into the future. The Vision Plan will identify 

realistic, but visionary, strategies for enhancing people's mobility through non-single occupant 

auto means under existing and future conditions. Planning efforts of the study will culminate in 

the development of recommendations for a wide range of transit modes as well as 

transportation demand management programs and infrastructure. The Vision Plan will identify a 

wide range of transit mode and transportation program enhancements for: Local, express, rapid, 

and priority bus; Fixed guideway transit-Streetcar, light rail transit, heavy rail transit, commuter 

rail, and intercity passenger rail; and, Transportation demand management. The Draft goals for 

the project are to 

 Create a regionally coordinated comprehensive transit and TDM vision that supports 

increased mobility and provides greater transportation choice in the northern part of 

Virginia 

 Coordinate the transit and TDM vision with local and regional land use plans 

 Address short- and long-term needs of people traveling in Virginia and from Maryland, 

West Virginia and Washington, D.C., through and into Northern Virginia 

 Support economic growth and prosperity in Virginia; and, Facilitate a robust public 

outreach program that will meaningfully involve the public, government. 

Short-term and Long-term Improvements 

The study has combined land use, population, and employment projections and four regional 

models into one super-regional trip table that allows them to analyze demand between super 

zones (person-trip connections). 

The study will make recommendations at three levels beginning with the broadest regarding 

what improvements should be made to assist WMATA in meeting core capacity demands.  The 

second level will identify corridors in broad terms such as Urban High, Urban Medium, 

Suburban High, and Suburban Medium and look at the tradeoffs of potential services, such as 

LRT vs. HRT, and Commuter Rail vs. Commuter Bus.  The third level will identify individual 

corridors and classify their potential demand level and the conditions to support various transit 

services in that corridor. 

The vision for transit in Northern Virginia supports existing plans—namely high-capacity transit 

along the Route 7, Van Dorn/Beauregard and Duke Street corridors, as well as a high-capacity 
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transit network throughout Fairfax County. It also supports locating intermodal hubs strategically 

located throughout Northern Virginia, including in the areas of Tysons and Falls Church. 

 

Figure A 3: Recommended Higher Capacity Transit Network 
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ARLINGTON MASTER TRANSPORTATION PLAN, TRANSIT 
ELEMENT 

Introduction 

This Transit Element provides implementation actions to maximize the potential of the existing 

transit system while the County makes improvements to local and regional transit service and 

implements new transit service such as streetcar or Bus Rapid Transit (BRT). The Arlington 

Master Transportation Plan envisions public transit becoming an even more important part of 

the transportation system. The Transit Element covers the timeframe from 2009 to 2030. 

Purpose, Goals and Objectives: 

 Provide high-quality transportation services.  

 Move more people without more traffic.  

 Promote safety.  

 Establish equity. 

 Manage effectively and efficiently.  

 Advance environmental sustainability. 

Short-term and Long-term Improvements 

Three categories of PTN routes are recommended: Primary Routes, Candidate Primary 

Corridors, and Major Express Bus Corridors. While implementations of all elements of this plan 

are recommended, the highest priority is the establishment of the Primary Routes.  Primary 

Routes operate along the corridors that the County’s General Land Use Plan has identified for 

higher-density development. Candidate Primary Corridors serve low- to medium-density areas 

(based on land use) and have some long-term potential to become part of the Primary Routes. 

In addition to the PTN routes, express bus corridors could operate along arterial streets and 

limited-access highways and make limited stops to provide service between residential and key 

employment locations. 

Develop a Primary Transit Network (PTN) of high-frequency and quality transit services along 

major corridors to encourage a low-auto-usage lifestyle and higher all-day patronage. The PTN 

should extend beyond the established Metrorail corridors and include new surface transit 

services, such as streetcar and bus rapid transit. Transit services should operate at 15-minute 

intervals or better every day for about 18 hours. Short-term priorities include increased 

frequency of service along Glebe Road and physical improvements to enhance transit travel 

speed and reliability in all PTN corridors. 

Operate a Secondary Transit Network (STN) of bus and paratransit services that improves 

access to Arlington neighborhoods, commercial centers, community facilities and to the primary 

transit corridors. The local transit services, such as bus routes, circulators and paratransit 

should meet service frequency standards of at least two trips per hour during weekdays and at 

least one trip per hour at night and on weekends, while operating in a cost efficient manner. 
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The Transit Element also identified several actions and measures designed to support the 

expansion of previously identified transit services that could impact Metrobus services including 

the following: 

 Implement a universal payment system for all transit services. 

 Conduct regular surveys of bus stop utilization to determine needs for service and 
amenity upgrades and determine if any stops should be consolidated or relocated to 
improve bus operating efficiency. 

 Implement a hierarchy of service improvements such as increased span and service 
frequency, traffic signal prioritization, bus stop amenity upgrades, stop consolidation 
and express bus options, enhanced payment options and technology upgrades that 
will improve service efficiency and promote increased ridership levels. 

 Construct a garage and maintenance facility adjacent to the WMATA Four Mile Run 
garage with sufficient capacity to allow for expected growth in the ART vehicle fleet. 
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ALEXANDRIA TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN, TRANSIT 
ELEMENT 

Introduction 

This City of Alexandria Transit Concept outlines a progressive vision for the future of travel 

throughout the City of Alexandria with a system of innovative transit vehicles operating along 

three primary transit corridors within secure rights-of-way dedicated exclusively to transit use. 

This plan is an innovative vision for the development of clean, efficient, enjoyable transit 

services that travel in dedicated lanes, enhancing mobility throughout the City and region for 

commuters, residents and visitors alike.  The Transit Element covers the timeframe from 2008 

to 2030. 

Purpose, Goals and Objectives: Goal: Ensure that people can travel into, within and out of 

the City of Alexandria by providing a mass transit system that combines different modes of 

travel into a seamless, comprehensive and coordinated effort. 

Objective: A reliable and convenient mass transit system integrated with surrounding land uses 

and existing transportation connections that offers travel time savings and an enjoyable transit 

experience for its riders, featuring advanced technology and passenger amenities. 

Goal: Ensure that people can travel into, within and out of the City of Alexandria by providing 

transportation choices that combine different modes of travel into a seamless, comprehensive 

and coordinated transportation system. 

Corridors / Activity Centers: Corridor A: Corridor A is a primary link between the Pentagon to 

the north and Ft. Belvoir to the south.  

Corridor B: Corridor B is an east-west corridor along the southern border of the City between 

King Street/Eisenhower East Metro stations and Fairfax City. 

Corridor C: Corridor C provides a key link between Kingstowne and points south with the 

Pentagon. 

Short-term and Long-term Improvements 

The City envisions a system of innovative transit vehicles operating along three primary transit 

corridors within secure rights-of-way dedicated exclusively to transit use. The City’s new transit 

system will be linked through circulator shuttles as well as intermediate transit services offered 

via DASH that complete the transit network, providing access to all residents who are not 

located in direct proximity of the newly designated transit corridors. 

The entire transit network will be linked by way of Smart Stops, Shelters and Stations located 

along all transit routes. These smart facilities will provide varying levels of passenger amenities 

such as wireless access, coffee, ticket machines and information kiosks. All of these facilities 

will provide real-time transit information, bicycle parking, shelter and seating for transit users.  

The study makes no recommendations regarding Metrobus-targeted network enhancements. 
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A meeting was held on April 27th, 2012 at WMATA offices with representatives from Arlington, 

Alexandria, and DRPT to review applicable local plan summaries.  The following bullets 

summarize the feedback received regarding the Alexandria TMP: 

 Alexandria staff noted that they have completed a corridor study on Corridor C (Van 

Dorn-Beauregard) and have received funding to prepare an AA for it.  In May the 

Transportation Commission approved feasibility studies for Corridors A and B.  They 

also noted that a transitway south of Braddock Road Metrorail station will no longer be 

consider as part of Corridor A.  

In addition, the city has 2.2 cents from property tax to implement transportation 

improvements throughout the city. They have a ten year plan for utilizing the funds, 

including the exclusive transitway on Van Dorn- Beauregard which they hope is 

operational by 2016-2017. There is also funding for DASH expansion but not all of what 

is in the TDP. 
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I-66 TRANSIT/TRANSPORTATION DEMAND MANAGEMENT 
(TDM) STUDY (2009) 

Introduction 

The scope of the study involves developing a plan for short- and medium-term transit and TDM 

service improvements in the I-66 corridor between Haymarket and Washington, D.C. and to be 

positioned to provide input into the restart of the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) 

I-66 Multimodal Transportation Environmental Study. The study improvements are 

recommended for implementation by the horizon years of 2015 and 2030. 

The purpose of the I-66 Transit/TDM Study was to identify more transportation choices through 

transit service and TDM program enhancements to increase mobility in the corridor. 

Recommendations for enhancements to transit services and facilities would improve service 

levels, capacity, and service quality without precluding the future extension of the Metrorail 

Orange Line. The objectives for the study include examining and recommending transit 

operational concepts and capital investments that would increase mobility and connectivity in 

the corridor; developing recommendations for enhancing TDM programs and program 

effectiveness to reduce single-occupant vehicular travel in the corridor; and developing 

recommendations for actions in the short and medium timeframes. 

Short-term and Long-term Improvements 

The improvements in the study are recommended for implementation by the horizon years of 

2015 and 2030. The study provides infrastructure, program, and service recommendations for 

transit and TDM in the corridor. Priority bus stations and access ramps are recommended for 

construction by 2015 and expansion by 2030. The stations would decrease transfers and the 

ramps would improve bus access and departure from the station. New and expanded park and 

ride lots are recommended by 2015 to increase parking availability for transit users and 

encourage ridesharing. Some lots are recommended for expansion by 2030. The study 

proposes the implementation of a two-foot wide painted buffer by 2015to increase the visibility 

of the HOV lane and discourage the frequent lane changes that currently slow traffic in the I-66 

HOV lane. Recommended transit service includes modified existing PRTC routes and a new 

PRTC-operated priority bus route. Additional transit service includes three new WMATA-

operated bus routes, one priority and two Metrobus Express. The modified and new routes are 

recommended for implementation by 2015 and increase frequency for some routes by 2030. 

The study recommends that by 2015, the following TDM elements be implemented: enhanced 

corridor marketing for TDM and transit; incentives for vanpool drivers; corridor-specific startup 

carpool incentives; increased rideshare operational support; expanded carsharing at priority bus 

activity nodes; bike hubs/storage at priority bus activity nodes; evaluation of the TDM program; 

enhanced Virginia vanpool insurance pool; and, added financial incentives for telework 

participation. The improvements recommended for implementation by 2030 includes: incentives 

for commuters traveling to/from Northern Virginia using non-SOV mode; vanpool accessibility to 

bus-only infrastructure on I-66 corridor; financial assistance for vanpool van lease or purchase; 

establishing a flexible vanpool network that permits part-time ridership and flexibility for full-time 
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riders; public agency contribution to employer-provided SmartBenefit transit/vanpool subsidies; 

and, Self-serve kiosks or staffed commuter stores at I-66 Priority Bus stations. 

The study recommends three new WMATA-operated priority bus routes by 2015 and increase 

frequency for one of the routes by 2030. The routes would have limited stops and operate in any 

available HOV facilities along the corridor in order to improve travel speeds. The recommended 

routes includes a I-66 Priority Bus route operating between Centreville and the D.C. core, and 

U.S. 29 Metrobus Express and U.S. 50 Metrobus Express routes that would operate between 

Fair Oaks and Ballston/D.C. Eight priority stations that were recommended for the corridor’s 

priority bus service include the following: 

 Haymarket 

 VA 234 Bypass 

 Centreville 

 Stringfellow Road 

 Monument Drive/Fairfax Corner 

 East Falls Church 

 Ballston 

 D.C. Core 

The study supports WMATA’s Feasibility Study of Real Time Parking Information at Metrorail 

Parking Facilities (Virginia Stations) and recommends implementing a real-time parking 

information system pilot project at the West Falls Church Metrorail Station to decrease 

congestion within the facilities by providing accurate information about parking availability. 
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MWCOG BUS PRIORITY HOTSPOTS STUDY 

Introduction 

In 2011, MWCOG initiated a study entitled Multimodal Coordination for Bus Priority Hotspots. 

The study created a database of “hotspots” for potential implementation of bus prioritization 

techniques.  Hotspots were defined as those areas where buses were being delayed below 

expected travel speeds by traffic congestion, and were weighted by transit vehicle densities, 

including Metrobus service and regional transit providers, including express bus service.  

The initial hotspot database creation effort ranked roadway segments’ applicability to this study 

by a weighted bus delay “score” combining average bus speed and density of bus service. 

Groups of highly ranked road segments in close proximity were combined into “hotspots,” which 

were then ranked against each other based upon the average bus delay scores of the segments 

that comprise them. This process resulted in three lists of the top 15 hotspots in each 

jurisdiction (DC, Maryland, and Virginia), for a total of nine ranked lists. The lists were ranked by 

AM Peak, PM Peak, and all‐day delays respectively. 

Plan Recommendations 

For each jurisdiction, two hotspots were selected from among these lists, with priority given to 

those locations most likely to lend themselves to successful transit priority implementations.  

Detailed recommendations were developed for each of these six locations. 

The two locations selected in Northern Virginia were: 

 Glebe Road at Arlington Blvd. 

 NB Van Dorn Street between Franconia Road & Eisenhower Ave. 

Implications for Route 7 Transit Alternatives Analysis 

The Glebe Road hotspot is considerably outside the Route 7 Study area.  The Van Dorn Street 

hotspot is also outside the study area, but is directly adjacent to one of the route options under 

consideration (terminus at Van Dorn Metro Station).  If that option is advanced, the 

recommendations for the Van Dorn hotspot, which consist of transit signal priority at three 

intersections and a queue jump at one intersection, should be reviewed in detail. 
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MCLEAN PLANNING DISTRICT 

Introduction 

The McLean Planning District is located in the northeast portion of Fairfax County.  It is bounded 

on the northeast by the Potomac River, on the southeast by Arlington County and the City of 

Falls Church, on the southwest by Route 7 and the Dulles Airport Access Road, and on the 

northwest by Difficult Run, Route 7, Towlston Road, and Old Dominion Drive. 

The residential communities of the McLean Planning District are predominantly stable, low 

density areas, with very little vacant land and are not anticipated to change substantially in the 

future.  Single-family residences occupy nearly 70 percent of the total developed land in the 

District.  The Federal government owns approximately 12 percent of the developed land.  All 

multi-family, commercial, and industrial development in the McLean Planning District, with a few 

minor exceptions, is located in Tysons Corner, the McLean Community Business Center (CBC) 

or in four neighborhood shopping areas.  The West Falls Church Transit Station Area is also 

planned for commercial and mixed-use development. 

McLean Community Business Center 

The McLean CBC is a large community shopping, service and residential area approximately 

230 acres in size centered at the intersection of Chain Bridge Road and Old Dominion Drive. 

The CBC provides shopping and professional services to the surrounding community.  It is 

located within two miles of Tysons Corner, a major regional employment center with extensive 

residential, employment, and retail uses. 

Recommendations 

Transportation 

McLean has developed from a small rural crossroads into an area made up of medium density 

residential, office, retail and public uses with a primary focus on convenience retail.  Chain 

Bridge Road and Old Dominion Drive dominate the urban character and reflect the function of 

the CBC.  

The overall objective in planning McLean's transportation future is to continue to accommodate 

the needs of automobiles, trucks and buses while implementing the changes necessary to 

encourage further pedestrian and bicycle use and creating a sense of place within the CBC.  In 

addition to enhancing mobility, transportation improvements must also increase safety, enhance 

the aesthetic beauty and contribute to the overall goal of revitalizing McLean.    

The transportation improvements listed below are additional important components of the 

revitalization and enhancement process. 

 Implement Transportation Demand Management (TDM) actions, e.g., ride sharing, 

transit use, staggered work hours, shared parking, etc., for all employment in the CBC, 

including existing employment sites as well as planned development.   
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 Explore the feasibility of creating a multi modal transportation center along or near Chain 

Bridge Road in Subarea 7.  The facility would include a small park-and-ride lot, a 

covered bus stop, bicycle lockers and incorporate the taxi rest area currently on Whittier 

Avenue.  Current Metrobus and Fairfax Connector routes should be routed to serve this 

facility, particularly the route with direct service to the East Falls Church Metro Station. 

West Falls Church Transit Station Area 

The West Falls Church Transit Station Area is located north of the City of Falls Church along the 

I-66 corridor between Route 7 and the Dulles Airport Access Road.  The Metro station itself lies 

in the median of I-66 and is bordered on the north by the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit 

Authority (WMATA) Service and Inspection Yard and Haycock Road. The only commercial 

development occurs along Route 7 to the southwest. 

These Metrorail stations provide the opportunity for compatible, non-automobile dependent 

development to occur.  The intention of the Transit Station Area designation is to capitalize on 

the opportunity to provide transit-focused housing and employment locations, while still 

maintaining the existing, nearby land uses. 

Recommendations 

Transit Development Area Conditions and Recommendations 

An area determined to be appropriate for higher intensity, mixed-use development within the  

West Falls Church Transit Station Area is identified as the "Transit Development Area.” This 

area is generally within a 5 to 7 minute walk of the station.  It includes the WMATA property, the 

City of Falls Church property (school and park), the University of Virginia/Virginia Tech 

Education Center (which includes the former Miller and Smith tract) and The Villages at West 

Falls Church and The Pavilion developments (the former Hooper-Marriott tract) which together 

comprise Land Unit A. This area also includes the northern portions of the Ellison Heights 

neighborhood along Haycock Road (Land Unit B) west of Grove Avenue. 

The recommended Transportation Plan includes recommendations for road improvements, 

public transit improvements and Transportation Systems Management Strategies.  Successful 

implementation of this recommended Transportation Plan requires careful planning efforts to 

reduce peak hour vehicle trips.  These efforts include (but are not limited to): 

 Ridesharing programs 

 Bus transit planning and promotion 

 Parking management programs 

 Non-motorized connections 

The potential exists to expand County-operated bus service to replace or supplement WMATA 

provided service.  Should this be the case, the West Falls Church-VT/UVA Metro Station should 

be given consideration for County-provided service.  As part of the Station's feeder service, 

consideration should be given to providing shuttle bus service between the Tysons Corner area 
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and the Metro Station.  This service would be intended to increase reverse and off-peak 

ridership.  Consideration should also be given to providing a peak period shuttle bus service 

from the apartments and condominiums at Idylwood Road and Route 7 to the station.  This 

service would be more effective than a pedestrian pathway through the Service and Inspection 

Yard which was found to be infeasible.  The County's current carpool/vanpool matching 

services, which are provided through the RIDESOURCES program, should be continued. 

A streetscape program should be developed for the segments of Route 7, Haycock Road and 

Great Falls Street that lie within the vicinity of the Transit Station Area to meet the functional 

needs of commuters and make the walk to the Metro station more pleasant.  Special treatment 

along both sides of these streets includes street trees, pedestrian-level lighting, special paving, 

coordinated graphics and street furniture.  Streetscape design should be retrofitted into the 

existing rights-of-way and should augment existing and programmed sidewalks rather than 

requiring their replacement.  Developers should be encouraged to provide this streetscape 

treatment as part of any new development. 
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Figure A 4: West Falls Church Traffic Station Area 
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MARK CENTER TRANSPORTATION STUDY 

Introduction 

A traffic study was conducted for the Mark Center site to determine the effects of future build/no-

build scenarios on its roadway network.  It also describes anticipated future transit 

conditions/services within its facility.  Proposals include the addition of turn lanes as well as 

construction of highway ramps for access to I-395. 

Existing Conditions 

Roadway Characteristics 

Mark Center Transportation Study identifies three roadways; Seminary Road, North Beauregard 

Street and Mark Center Drive. 

Seminary Road 

Seminary Road is primarily a six-lane divided arterial with a 35 mph speed limit between Library 

Lane and North Beauregard Street.  The roadway narrows to four lanes at the I-395 interchange 

and continues as such west of North Beauregard Street.  This roadway provides access to 

office complexes and its intersection with Mark Center Drive, provides access to the Mark 

Center site.  Beyond this intersection, Seminary Road provides access to residential and 

commercial areas. 

North Beauregard Street 

North Beauregard Street is a four-lane divided facility with a posted speed limit of 35 mph.  This 

roadway also shares an intersection with Mark Center Drive providing access to the Mark 

Center site.  This roadway also connects to King Street, north of the site and Duke Street to the 

South. 

Mark Center Drive 

Mark Center Drive is approximately two lanes wide.  The road is not striped for designated lane 

demarcation.  The facility severs as the internal roadway within the Mark Center development, 

connecting North Beauregard Street and Seminary Road.  The north leg of the intersection of 

Mark Center Drive and Seminary Road is a driveway for Southern Towers residential 

development. 

The following map shows the street network through the study area. 
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Figure A 5: Existing Roadway Network 
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Traffic Operations 

The study included a traffic analysis of existing conditions for the site.  The following tables 

summarize the following results for the roadways in the study area and their performance. 

 

Table A 3: Traffic Operations along Existing Roadway Network 
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Table A 3 (continued) 

 

Transit Services 

The Mark Center site is served primarily by local buses.  Local bus operators include Metrobus 

and Alexandria Transit Company (DASH).  During the AM, noon and PM peak hours, Duke 

Realty Corporation operates shuttle bus service between Mark Center and the Pentagon Metro 

Station.  The existing CNAC and IDA facility also operate shuttle bus services from Mark Center 

to the Pentagon Metro Station.  The table below lists the bus routes serving the area and the 

roadways in which they operate. 
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Table A 4: Existing Bus Service 

 

 

The following map displays the local Metrobus and DASH routes serving the Mark Center area.  

It also includes bus stop locations. 
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Figure A 6: Bus Service along Existing Roadway Network 
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Future Conditions 

Vehicular Flows 

The study used the Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments’ (MWCOG) Travel 

Demand Model network to develop traffic projections for the 2013 baseline conditions.  Based 

on the model, average growth rate for the roadways within the study area between 2010 and 

2020 showed a 0.51% growth per year. 

The following table shows the proposed trip distribution in 2013. 

 

Table A 5: Future Vehicular Flows 

 

 

Traffic Operations 

Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs) for the study were developed for the 2013 baseline weekday 

AM and PM peak hour conditions within the study area.  It is anticipated that operations at all 

intersections within the site will deteriorate in 2013 during the morning and evening periods. 

The intersections below are anticipated to operate over capacity with LOS F.  These 

intersections serve as main access points to the project site. 

 Seminary Rd/N. Beauregard St 

 N. Beauregard St/Mark Center Dr 

 Seminary Rd/Mark Center Dr 

 Mark Center Dr/Hilton/CNAC Dr 

 Seminary Rd/George Mason Dr 

All remaining intersections within the site are expected to operate at LOS C or better during the 

weekday AM peak hour conditions.  The tables below show the baseline conditions of all 

intersections in 2013 without additional turn lanes. 
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Table A 6: Traffic Operations along Future Roadway Network 
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Table A 6 (continued) 

 

 

Transit Services 

The study notes and anticipates the construction of a Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) station at the 

intersection of I-395 and Seminary Rd. 

The following tables list a number of existing, proposed and planned routes that are expected to 

serve the Mark Center facility. 
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Table A 7: Proposed Transit Service along Future Roadway Network 
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JEFFERSON PLANNING DISTRICT 

Introduction 

The Jefferson Planning District is bounded by the Falls Church City line on the northeast, by 

Leesburg Pike (Route 7) on the north, I-495, the Long Branch stream valley, Prosperity Avenue 

and Gallows Road on the west and the Holmes Run Stream Valley on the south.  The Jefferson 

Planning District is composed primarily of stable single-family residential neighborhoods, with a 

sizable number of multi-family residential units along major transportation corridors. The district 

is transected by two major thoroughfares -- Arlington Boulevard (Route 50) and Lee Highway 

(Route 29), and by two interstate highways -- I-495 and I-66.  Commercial activity has, in large 

part, located in and around the intersections of these major thoroughfares.  The district also 

includes the Merrifield and Fairview Park areas, which are included in the Merrifield Suburban 

Center. 

DISTRICT-WIDE RECOMMENDATIONS 

Transportation 

Travel within and through the Jefferson Planning District is affected by land uses and 

transportation facilities in adjacent districts, as well as throughout the Northern Virginia region.  

Therefore, the transportation network affecting the District is comprised of several elements, 

many of which relate to more extensive countywide facilities, services, and policies.  The arterial 

and major collector roadways affecting the District are shown in Figure A 7.  Other countywide 

transportation elements are also depicted. 

J1 Hillwood Community Planning Sector 

The Hillwood Community Planning Sector generally extends from the intersection of Hillwood 

Avenue and Arlington Boulevard at Seven Corners to Tripps Run which forms the western 

boundary.  

The eastern portion of the sector lies within the Seven Corners Community Business Center 

(CBC). Housing is largely comprised of single-family detached units. There is a mix of 

commercial, institutional and high density residential uses along the Route 50 and the 

Annandale Road corridors, and along the Falls Church City line.  Jefferson Village Shopping 

Center is located at the intersection of Route 50 and Annandale Road.  A commercial strip with 

primarily retail uses extends along the Route 50 service drive between Jefferson Village and the 

Seven Corners CBC.  Many of these retail uses are located in houses converted to commercial 

uses.   

J2 Sleepy Hollow Community Planning Sector 

The Sleepy Hollow Community Planning Sector generally extends from the intersection of 

Arlington Boulevard (Route 50) and Sleepy Hollow Road at Seven Corners, to Annandale Road 

on the west and the Holmes Run stream valley, which form the southern boundaries.  The 

northeastern portion of this sector lies within the Seven Corners Community Business Center. 

The remaining area is predominantly developed with low density residential uses, the exception 
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being the commercial strip north of South Street and east of Annandale Road, and a small 

commercial strip on the east side of Annandale Road north of Tripps Run. The Tripps and 

Holmes Run Stream Valleys are particularly sensitive for prehistoric resources.  The Roundtree 

Park site is significant.   

J3 Westlawn Community Planning Sector 

The Westlawn Community Planning Sector is generally bounded by Arlington Boulevard, 

Graham Road and Annandale Road.  The Westlawn Planning Sector is primarily developed with 

stable, low density residential subdivisions composed of single-family detached houses.  These 

subdivisions comprise the entire planning sector except for two small commercial areas. One of 

the two commercial areas is located in the southwest quadrant of the Route 50/Annandale Road 

intersection.  This is the Westlawn Shopping Center, a neighborhood retail center.  The other 

commercial area is located on the eastern side of Graham Road, south of Route 50 and 

includes retail uses that are an extension of the Loehmann's Plaza Shopping Center in Sector 

J4.  Prehistoric archaeological resources as old as 2,000 B.C. have been reported in the area.  

There is a possibility that other archaeological resources have survived.   

J4 Walnut Hill Community Planning Sector 

The Walnut Hill Community Planning Sector is generally bounded by Arlington Boulevard, 

Graham Road, Annandale Road, Gallows Road and I-495.  The predominant development in 

the sector is stable single-family residential use.  Existing multi-family residential units act as a 

transition between the Loehmann's Plaza commercial center and the single-family residential 

areas to the south. The major ecological asset of this sector is the Holmes Run Stream Valley 

with its broad floodplain which has already been acquired for park and open space purposes.   

J5 Woodburn Community Planning Sector 

The Woodburn Community Planning Sector is entirely within the Merrifield Suburban Center. 

Plan Guidance for this Area is in the Merrifield Suburban Center Portion of the Area I Plan. 

J6 Merrifield Community Planning Sector 

The Merrifield Community Planning Sector is entirely within the Merrifield Suburban Center.  

Plan guidance for this area is in the Merrifield Suburban Center portion of the Area I Plan. 

J7 Pine Spring Community Planning Sector 

The Pine Spring Community Planning Sector is generally bounded by Lee Highway, Graham 

Road, Arlington Boulevard and I-495.  A portion of the sector is part of the Merrifield Suburban 

Center (Land Unit I).  Much of Sector J7 has already been developed, predominantly with stable 

single-family residential neighborhoods.  The commercial northwest quadrant of the intersection 

of Route 50 and Graham Road is bounded by Jefferson Village.  The Fairview Park North 

development on the western edge of the sector has produced significant prehistoric and historic 

resources.   
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J8 Shreve-West Community Planning Sector 

The Shreve-West Community Planning Sector is generally bounded by Shreve Road, I-495, Lee 

Highway and the City of Falls Church line. The Shreve-West Planning Sector is characterized 

by stable low density, single-family residential areas south of Shreve Road and west of the Falls 

Church City limits.  The central portion of the sector includes the Jefferson District Park, the 

Holmes Run stream valley and surrounding EQC corridor.  West of the Hollywood Road/Route 

29 intersection are a mix of uses--an industrial parcel developed as a commercial storage 

facility, a shopping center and associated strip commercial development farther west.  Low 

density residential development characterized by single-family detached houses is located 

along Mary Street, between Emma Lee Street and the Jefferson District Park. Few heritage 

resources surveys have been done in this sector.   

J9 Greenway Village Community Planning Sector 

The Greenway Village Community Planning Sector is generally bounded by Route 29, Tripps 

Run, Route 50, and Graham Road.  The Greenway Village planning sector is predominately 

developed with low density residential uses characterized by stable neighborhoods comprised 

of single-family detached houses. Retail and office uses are located in a strip along Route 29.   

J10 Jefferson North Community Planning Sector 

The Jefferson North Community Planning Sector is bounded by Leesburg Pike (Route 7) on the 

north, the City of Falls Church line on the east, Shreve Road and the Washington and Old  

Dominion (W&OD) abandoned right-of-way on the south and the Capital Beltway (I-495) on the 

west.   

The Route 7 corridor has a different character than most of the sector which is developed as 

single-family residential uses.  Fronting on Route 7 is a mixture of uses consisting of high-rise 

and garden apartments, townhouses, offices, and retail establishments.  The eastern end of the 

Route 7 corridor near the City of Falls Church contains a mixture of townhouses, miscellaneous 

commercial uses, and a few industrial uses developed on small parcels. Historic structures and 

archaeological resources as well as prehistoric period sites have been found in that area.   
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Figure A 7: Jefferson Planning District Overview 
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FAIRFAX COUNTY FY 2012 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN 

Introduction 

This review outlines the Fairfax County Capital Improvement Program for FY 2012.  Specifically, 

this review lists transportation-related projects in addition to other projects that could directly or 

indirectly have an effect on transportation within the county. 

Transportation/Pedestrian 

The table below lists projects identified in the Fairfax County Capital Improvement Program for 

2012.  Accompanying the table is a descriptive list of the ranking terms associated with the 

table..Most of the transportation projects listed are not ranked as their anticipated 

construction/implementation exceeds the timeframe for which the CIP accounts for. 

Criteria for Ranking Future Projects – when resources are available: 

 Intermediate: May not be moved to the 5 Year plan within a years 

 Near Term: May be moved to the 5 Year plan in 2 – 3 years 

 Long Term: May be moved to the 5 Year plan in 4 – 5 years 

 Future: Anticipated but not yet scheduled 
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Table A 8: Prioritized Transportation Improvements 

Project Jurisdiction Priority 

Burke VRE Pedestrian Improvements Braddock Not Ranked 

Emergency Road Repairs (Service 
Drives/Road Maintenance Program) 

Countywide Not Ranked 

Fairfax County Commercial Real Estate 
Tax for Transportation Program 

Countywide Not Ranked 

Four-Year Transportation Plan (2004) Countywide Not Ranked 

Future Revenue Sharing Match from 
VDOT 

Countywide Not Ranked 

Kings Crossing Town Center Mount Vernon Future 

Metro CIP Countywide Not Ranked 

On-Road Bike Lane Initiative Countywide Not Ranked 

Richmond Highway Public Transit 
Initiatives 

Mount Vernon Not Ranked 

Route 50 Pedestrian Improvements Mason Not Ranked 

Safety Improvements and Emergency 
Maintenance of Existing Trails 

Countywide Not Ranked 

Second Four-year Transportation Plan 
(2007) 

Countywide Not Ranked 

Seven Corners Transit Center Mason Not Ranked 

State Supported Countywide Trails Countywide Not Ranked 

Stonecroft Boulevard Widening Sully Not Ranked 

West Ox Bus Operations Phase II Springfield Long Term 
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FAIRFAX COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN, 2011 EDITION 

Introduction 

Over the past three decades, Fairfax County has been one of the most rapidly growing 

jurisdictions in the United States in terms of population growth; aided by the strong regional 

economy, growth in Fairfax County is projected to be significant in the future as well. In addition 

to experiencing growth, the demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of the population in 

Fairfax County have changed significantly and will continue to change in the future; two 

examples are the cultural and ethnic diversification and the aging of the population. 

One of the primary implications of the trends and forecasts for Fairfax County is that traffic 

conditions are likely to deteriorate further, even with extraordinary expenditures to improve the 

transportation infrastructure (including both roadways and transit).  The objectives and policies 

presented in this section thus emphasize the need to maximize the efficient use of the existing 

and future Fairfax County transportation system by reducing reliance on automobile travel, and 

by coordinating land use decisions and transportation planning within Fairfax County and the 

region as a whole. 

County wide Objectives and Policies 

Objective 1: Provide for both through and local movement of people and goods 
via a multi-modal transportation system that provides transportation choices, 
reduces single-occupancy-vehicle (SOV) use and improves air quality. 

 Integrate motorized and non-motorized transportation facilities and services. 

 Consider providing HOT lanes on limited access roadways to enhance throughput.  

Ensure that buses and HOVs have free access to HOT lanes. 

Objective 2: Increase use of public transportation and non-motorized 
transportation. 

Policies on Facilities 

 Provide public transportation facilities in major radial and intra-county commuter 

corridors.  Preserve land and rights-of-way where appropriate.    

 Provide HOV lanes on freeways and major arterials where substantial travel benefits can 

be realized. Develop an integrated HOV system with direct connections between park-

and-ride lots, transit centers, and other modal transfer facilities and to major mixed-use 

Centers.  Strictly enforce HOV regulations to minimize violations.    

 Establish and/or expand park-and-ride lots along major inter-county and intracounty 

corridors and at potential future modal transfer points. 

 Establish a network of multi-modal centers as necessary to facilitate both intercounty 

and intra-county travel. 

 Provide safe and convenient non-motorized access and user amenities for transit 

services and facilities. 
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Policies on Services 

 Provide mass transit service in major commuter corridors. 

 Provide feeder and local bus service to connect to mass transit facilities, mixed-use 

centers, educational facilities and employment centers. 

 Provide local circulation service within mixed-use centers and employment centers. 

 Facilitate transfer between modes at transit centers through coordination of services, 

schedules, fares, communication systems and information. 

 Coordinate the planning and provision of public, human service agency, and non-profit 

transportation services targeted to the senior population, people with disabilities and low-

income residents. 

Objective 3: Ensure that the roadway system provides adequate local access and 
capacity for through movements, consistent with financial, social, and 
environmental constraints and with the County's goal of reducing SOV use. 

 Provide a street network level of service as high as practical, recognizing the social, 

environmental, and financial constraints associated with the diverse areas of the County.  

At a minimum, level of service D should be provided, except where a lower level of 

service has been determined acceptable. 

Objective 4: Provide a comprehensive network of sidewalks, trails and bicycle 
routes as an integral element of the overall transportation network. 

 Provide sidewalks, trails and/or on-road bicycle routes which link residential 

concentrations with transit stations, activity centers, shopping districts, recreational 

facilities, and major public facilities, and provide for pedestrian and bicycle circulation 

within activity centers. 

Objective 5: Promote Transportation Demand Management (TDM) to support 
efficient use of the County’s transportation system. 

 Promote and market public transit, ridesharing, use of HOV lanes, bicycling and walking 

with all potential users. 

 Implement parking management programs and parking controls in activity centers to 

encourage use of mass transit, HOV and non-motorized transportation. 

Objective 6: Ensure that improvements to the transportation system are cost-
effective and consistent with environmental, land use, social, and economic 
goals. 

 Allocate capital improvement funds to advance the construction of those transit and 

HOV/HOT facilities that are the most cost-effective. 

 Anticipate future demands and operating conditions in addition to existing conditions 

when making programming decisions. 

 Consider the needs of all users, especially seniors and people with disabilities, when 

making programming decisions. 
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Objective 7: Provide transportation facilities and services that minimize 
community disruption and adverse environmental impacts. 

 Plan and design transportation facilities and services to minimize adverse impacts on 

Environmental Quality Corridors (EQCs), Resource Protection Areas (RPAs), other 

environmental resources, and heritage resources. 

Objective 8: Identify the funding needed for the County’s transportation system 
and potential sources for that funding. 

 Develop and implement a responsible financial plan that considers both public and 

private sources of financial support for the County’s transportation system.   

Objective 9: Ensure safety for users of transportation facilities and services and 

for the general public. 

 Incorporate safety and security features into new transportation facilities.   

 Provide adequate maintenance of County transit vehicles and other County transit 

facilities, and enhance maintenance resources wherever possible. 

Objective 10: Maximize the operational efficiency of transportation facilities. 

 Maximize the efficiency of existing roads through low-cost strategies to increase capacity 

such as channelization, turning lanes, optimized signalization, and signage, while 

avoiding negative impacts on pedestrians and bicyclists. 

Objective 11: Ensure that land use and transportation policies are 
complementary. 

 Support public transportation and non-motorized travel through the design and 

development of mixed-use projects in Tyson’s Corner Urban Center, Suburban Centers, 

Revitalization Areas, Transit Station Areas, and Community Business Centers.   

Objective 12: Preserve land needed to accommodate planned transportation 
facilities. 

 Establish right-of-way requirements and preserve the land for future interchanges, and 

transit stations. 
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TYSONS CORNER DRAFT CIRCULATOR STUDY 

Introduction 

The circulator study is a long range planning study with the intent to support the redevelopment 

and rezoning of Tysons Corner over the next 40 years.  The horizon year for the study is 2050.  

The purpose of the study is to design a circulator system that will support the goal of maximizing 

transit trips and reducing the number of auto trips from and within Tysons Corner. 

Circulator Network Recommendation 

The study recommends two network alternatives.  These alternatives have been identified as 

the Three Route and Four Route Network.   

The three route network (as the name implies) consists of three routes that complement each 

other by serving a distinct purpose.  The first route serves the purpose of distributing Silver Line 

riders east and west along Jones Branch Drive from the two station (McLean and Spring Hill).  

The second routes provide a loop connecting several employment locations within the Tysons 

Corner Silver Line station and surrounding commercial opportunities.  The third route provides a 

link between the eastern part of Tysons Corner and Tysons Corner Station. 

The following are images of the network coverage of the three– and four-route networks, 

respectively 

. 

Figure A 8: Three-Route Circulator Network 
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Figure A 9: Four-Route Circulator Network 

 

Circulator Network Recommendation 

The study considers three modes for this circulator service.  These modes include Standard 40’ 

buses, streetcar and Driverless People Mover.  Of these modes, the plan recommends the use 

of 40’ or 60’ buses to provide the services for all routes.  This recommendation applies to both 

alternatives. 

Despite the recommendation, the County is still reserving the option of implementing streetcar 

on each of the routes in the Three Route network.  This is contrary to the analysis which 

suggested that streetcars would be underutilized based on actual long-range conditions. 

Preferential Treatment Recommendation 

The study identifies three areas where it recommends a combination of queue jumps and 

exclusive lanes.  These locations were selected based on slow speed performance.  These 

areas include: 

A. Gosnell Road/Westpark Drive & Route 7 Intersection to Westpark Drive and 

International Drive intersection. 

B. Spring Hill Road/Route7/Tyco Road Loop. 

C. Scotts Crossing Road between Capital One Drive and Old Springhouse Road. 

The following maps were extracted from the Draft Tysons Corner Circulator Study and show the 

proposed configuration of the queue jump and exclusive bus lanes. 
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Figure A 10: Proposed Queue Jumps and Exclusive Bus Lanes –Gosnell Road/Westpark Drive at Route 7 and at Planned Street  
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Figure A 11: Proposed Queue Jumps and Exclusive Bus Lanes –Westpark Drive at Greensboro Drive and at International Drive 
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Figure A 12: Proposed Queue Jumps and Exclusive Bus Lanes –Spring Hill Road at International Drive 
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Figure A 13: Proposed Queue Jumps and Exclusive Bus Lanes – Spring Hill Road at Greensboro Drive and at Tyco Road 
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Figure A 14: Proposed Queue Jumps and Exclusive Bus Lanes – Route 7 at Spring Hill Road and at Tyco Road 
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Figure A 15: Proposed Queue Jumps and Exclusive Bus Lanes – Driveways along Tyco Road 
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Transit Signal Priority Recommendation 

The following table lists the transit signal priority recommendation for the three -route network.  

The intersections identified saw approach delays greater than 35 seconds with delay on side 

streets less than 60 seconds. 

 

Table A 9: Proposed Locations for Transit Signal Priority for Three-Route Network 

 

 

The following image depicts the proposed signal priority locations in the three-route network. 
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Figure A 16: Transit Signal Priority Locations along Three-Route Network 
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COUNTYWIDE TRANSIT NETWORK STUDY 

Enhanced Public Transit Corridors (EPTCs) 

EPTCs are corridors prioritized as major transit facilities—for Metrorail, light rail, bus rapid 

transit, and high occupancy vehicle lanes—within Fairfax County.  Nine EPTCs have been 

identified throughout the County, as shown in the following map. 

 Dulles Toll Road 

 I-495 

 I-66 

 Route 28 

 Fairfax County Parkway 

 I-95/395 

 Route 1 

 Springfield Metro to Fort Belvoir Spur 

 Route 7 

 

Figure A 17: Enhance Public Transportation Corridors within Fairfax County 
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Study Objectives 

• Establish a connected rapid transit system to meet demands through the year 2050  

• Define transit corridor functions, station locations, modes and rights-of-way to guide 

subsequent comprehensive plan amendments and development review processes that 

protect needed right-of-way for ultimate transit network  

• Coordinate with other regional, state, and local jurisdictional plans  

• Identify policies, programs, and actions to support phased implementation and expedite 

delivery of priority elements in the near term  

 

Table A 10: Proposed Study Goals 
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Figure A 18: Fairfax County Development Concept 

 

 

Transit Service 

Currently, transit service is oriented primarily toward serving jobs in Washington DC and the 

inner suburbs of Arlington and Alexandria. About 830,000 people start a transit trip in the inner 

core on a typical weekday afternoon. Most (57%) transit trips stay in the inner core. 

Currently, transit service to jobs in Fairfax County is relatively limited in comparison. About 

46,000 people start a transit trip on a typical weekday afternoon in Fairfax County.  About half 

(51%) stay within the County.  

In 2040, Fairfax will be more of a jobs center with greater transit access to housing both within 

and beyond the County boundaries. Under current plans, about 136,000 people will take a 

transit trip starting in Fairfax County, and 59% will stay within the County. 

Initial review suggests that a more robust network of high quality transit corridors will be 

valuable to serve both current and future demand for person-trips. High quality transit service 

will be important to attract patrons traveling to/from, within, and beyond Fairfax County.  
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Figure A 19: Transit Supportive Development Densities: 2050 
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Transit Networks 

Travel patterns in Fairfax County comprise many overlapping travel patterns. Travel activity is 

greatest in the inner core where land use development densities are higher. The primary study 

objective is to establish a premium transit network that most effectively meets these demands  

 

Figure A 20: 2040 Flows of Person Trips 
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BRADDOCK NEIGHBORHOOD PLAN 

Introduction 

The Braddock Metro neighborhood is made up of an existing network of streets and small block 

with historic row houses, small apartment building sand a brand new community center.  The 

neighborhood also contains a newly built community center.  Additionally, the Braddock 

neighborhood consists of a riverfront and downtown commercial core (within walking distance), 

and a rail transit station with access to Downtown Washington, D.C. 

The plan recognizes the increased importance of transit and aims to capitalize on its proximity 

to the Metrorail system among other neighborhood assets. 

The neighborhood is motivated by seven guiding principles.  Among these principles include the 

promotion of mixed-income housing, management of multi-modal transportation, and the 

achievement of traditional heights and scales. 

Land Use 

Metro Plaza 

The Braddock Neighborhood plan recommends an active plaza space at the site of the existing 

Metro station.  This plaza would occur in coordination with re-development.  This would serve as 

a second primary gathering space for the community which the plan intends to stimulate with 

retail and outdoor cafes.   

Retail and Services/Office Space 

The neighborhood plan identifies retail services as a general need.  Furthermore, the plan 

discusses the desire for retail that goes beyond normal business hours such that have longer 

business hours. The plan identifies these retail spaces as “third places” for which the plan notes 

is lacking in the Braddock neighborhood.   

The community and the city intend to coordinate closely with the Washington Metropolitan Area 

Transit Agency (WMATA) to ensure that an appropriate mix of businesses that benefit the 

neighborhood are recruited for the new Metro Plaza. 

The neighborhood currently has 50,000 square feet of existing retail space.  The plan suggests 

that there is unmet potential for a total of 75,000 square feet based on anticipated growth of 

other land uses.  The table below shows the impact on anticipated land use square footage 

changes and increase in retail. 
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Table A 11: Anticipated Impact of Land Use Changes at Metro Plaza 

Land Use Units/Square feet Anticipated Retail 

Demand (square feet) 

Existing Households 3,000 50,000 

Additional Housing 

Units 

2,000 20,000 

Additional Office Space 560,000 ft2 5,000 

 

Transportation 

Transit 

The Braddock Neighborhood is entirely within ½-mile of the Braddock Metro station providing 

access to Downtown Washington, D.C.  In addition to Metrorail, the community is served by 

MetroBus and DASH.   

The neighborhood will soon be served by another transit service through the Crystal 

City/Potomac Yard Transit Corridor Project.  The new service will come in the form of express 

bus using a mix of dedicated right of way (ROW), bus-only and mixed traffic lanes.  The route 

operates primarily along Route 1 between the Pentagon and Braddock Road station. 

Traffic/Roadways 

The plan aims to minimize traffic associated with development through improved pedestrian 

access to Metro, better DASH service and enforced TDM programs.  Route 1 has been 

identified as experiencing high traffic volumes within the Braddock neighborhood.  The plan 

notes that the traffic volumes can be highly attributed to automobile movements feeding into 

Route 1 from Henry and Patrick Streets. 

The graphic below displays the anticipated conditions of select roadways that serve the 

Braddock neighborhood with enhanced TDM measures. It is important to note that the Braddock 

neighborhood plan does not anticipate the physical expansion of any of its roadways to 

accommodate higher traffic volumes. 
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Figure A 21: Traffic Impacts of 20-Year Development Scenario (with Enhanced TDM Measures) 

 

 

Mode Share 

The graphics below depict the mode share of trips originating from outside of the neighborhood 

to jobs in the Braddock as well as originating from Braddock.  The graphics show a projected 

increase in non-auto trips for both trip patterns.  The plan cites the geometric constraints of the 

existing neighborhood street system as a contributing factor to decreased share in auto trips. 
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Figure A 22: Mode Shares for Braddock Neighborhood 

 

 

Trip Distribution 

The graphic below displays the trip distribution patterns through the Braddock neighborhood. 
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Figure A 23: Trip Distribution Patterns 
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BEAUREGARD SMALL AREA PLAN 

Introduction 

The Washington metropolitan region is expected to gain approximately 1,270,000 new jobs 

and1, 500,000 new residents within the next 30 years. Beauregard’s projected portion of this 

regional growth is expected to be approximately 52,000 new jobs, 43,000 new residents, and 

24,000 new housing units.   It has been approximately two decades since the adoption of the 

Small Area Plan(s) for the Plan area; the land use patterns, demographics and transportation 

have changed dramatically in the last two decades. The Plan proposes a framework to guide 

the expected growth in a manner that will be economically, socially, and environmentally 

sustainable for the City. 

Implementation 

There are many needed public benefits necessary to increase the livability for those residing 

and/or working in the Plan area, in the adjacent neighborhoods, as well as those in the 

Alexandria community at large. The Plan requires, and the developers have agreed, to pay for 

the public amenities in the Table 1 that totals $153.8 million in value in 2011 dollars. 

Land Use 

The land use strategy capitalizes on the planned investment in the dedicated high capacity rapid 

transit corridor for Beauregard. The greatest level of development is generally located adjacent 

to planned transit stops, with lesser intensity farther from the stops; the blocks adjacent to the 

transit stops are generally a mix of retail, residential, hotel and office, while other blocks are 

predominantly residential. 

 

Figure A 24: Beauregard Plan Area 
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Figure A 25. Density at Transit Stops 

 

 

Transit will be an important component to ensure that the existing employees are able to access 

services, retail and potentially live near their work, minimizing the need for a car. 

Transportation 

The transportation strategy has been designed to maximize the use of transit, pedestrian, and 

bicycle amenities, to encourage a shift – from private autos to alternative, more sustainable 

modes of transportation, consistent with the City’s Transportation Master Plan. 

Transportation Network Improvements 

 Ellipse at Seminary Road/Beauregard Street: The Ellipse will eliminate left turns from 

both directions along Seminary Road, and redirect those movements in a configuration 

similar to a traffic circle in a more efficient manner as right turns. 
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Figure A 26: Transportation Improvements at Ellipse 

 

 

 Transitway: The transitway in the Plan area will connect to the Van Dorn Metrorail 

station, using Beauregard Street, Sanger Avenue and Van Dorn Street. This rapid transit 

service will also connect to Shirlington and the Pentagon. The transitway will provide 

access for high capacity transit in a dedicated guideway along most of its length, and 

include elements such as larger stations with real-time information, wayfinding, improved 

transit headways, and rapid transit vehicles with greater capacity than a typical local bus. 

While the Rapid Transitway service is a critical element, other modes of transit will also 

be provided. These are local buses operated by DASH and Metrobus. It is anticipated 

that the current transit routes, such as Routes AT1 and AT2 and the Metrobus Route 7 

series will continue to provide service within the Plan area 

 New HOV Ramp: The traffic analysis assumes the proposed new HOV ramp to and from 

the south at the I-395/Seminary Road interchange.  

 
The transportation analysis performed for the plan is a planning-level study that evaluates the 

impacts associated with the plan. The study assumed a 25-year build-out period and assumes 

changes in regional traffic patterns over that period. All future redevelopment applications 

associated with the Plan will require additional traffic studies to analyze specific impacts. 

Some strategies for reducing single occupancy vehicles through TMP programs include offering 

transit incentives, providing dedicated spaces or reduced rates for vanpool and carpool parking, 

establishing parking maximums, eliminating parking subsidies, using shared parking, providing 

transit pass subsidies, implementing shuttles to transit stations, “unbundling” parking cost 

(parking facilities available at additional cost rather than included in unit cost), and monitoring, 

surveying and reporting TMP progress annually. 
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Street Components 

 Right of Way is comprised of all the components of both vehicular and pedestrian 

realms. 

 The transportation way is comprised of travel lanes, on-street parking, on-street bike 

lanes, and other components within the curb area. 

 Travel lane configuration indicates the number of lanes that are appropriate for the 

section and whether the street is to accommodate one-way or two-way traffic. 

 Travel lane width specifies the size range for vehicular travel lanes. 

 Pavement width is dimensioned to the face of curb and includes the gutter and is 

provided as a check on vehicular realm width. 
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Figure A 27: Proposed Transportation Improvements 
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Figure A 28: Street Standards 
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BAILEYS PLANNING DISTRICT 

Introduction 

The Baileys Planning District is located in the east central portion of Fairfax County. There are 

two Community Business Centers (CBC) located in the Planning District:  Seven Corners and 

Baileys Crossroads. Non-residential, institutional uses in the Planning District include schools, 

religious facilities, libraries, and other public facilities.  Low density, residential neighborhoods 

predominate and are located throughout the Planning District.  Higher density, residential areas 

of townhouses, garden apartments, mid- and high-rise apartments and condominiums, are 

located primarily adjacent to the Community Business Centers, along the major thoroughfares. 

The Concept for Future Development envisions that the Baileys Planning District will develop 

primarily as Suburban Neighborhoods with commercial development focused in the Seven 

Corners and Baileys Crossroads Community Business Centers. 

District wide recommendations 

Travel within and through the Baileys Planning District is affected by land uses and 

transportation facilities in adjacent districts, as well as throughout the Northern Virginia region. 

The primary arterial Route 7 between Seven Corners and Baileys Crossroads should be 

widened in general conformance with the right-of-way and design features of the VDOT project.   

This widening may eliminate portions of existing service drives.  In areas where a continuous 

right turn lane is provided in addition to the six through lanes, in general conformance with the 

right-of-way and design features of the adopted VDOT Route 7 project plans, the continuous 

right turn lane may be an appropriate alternative to a service drive.  Where there is no service 

drive, consolidation of entrances and provision for interparcel access through travelways should 

be provided. 

Area-wide recommendations 

The area-wide recommendations are intended to help achieve the future vision for the Baileys 

Crossroads CBC. 

Transportation 

The vision of the Baileys Crossroads CBC promotes a mix of land uses served by a multimodal 

transportation system. Various planned transportation improvements will facilitate this vision, 

while accommodating current and future commuters and residents within and around the 

Baileys Crossroads CBC. 

Public Transportation 

Leesburg Pike (Route 7) from the intersection with Columbia Pike, heading north to the City of 

Falls Church, and then to Tysons Corner is designated as an Enhanced Public Transportation 

Corridor (EPTC). This designation means that this corridor has been designated a major public 

transportation facility by the county and transit options such as light rail, bus rapid transit, or 
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other public transportation options should be explored for implementation at a later date as the 

need arises. 

Columbia Pike Transit Project (with Streetcar option) 

The Fairfax County Board of Supervisors endorsed the recommendation of the Pike Transit 

Alternatives Analysis, completed in July 2005 that a modified streetcar option can be carried 

forward as the locally preferred alternative for transit in the area. It is considered a modified 

streetcar option because buses also operate on the same route as the street car during the 

peak periods. The transit stations will be focal points for redevelopment with the densest 

development occurring within ¼ mile of the stations. 

Local Bus Service and Express Bus Service 

While portions of the CBC will be served by the Columbia Pike transit project, there is the need 

to continue local bus service to serve the outlying areas of the CBC and surroundings 

neighborhoods in Bailey Crossroads. Leesburg Pike (Route 7) in the Baileys Crossroads CBC 

and heading north to Tysons Corner is already designated as an EPTC on which bus service or 

some other form of transit should be provided. 

Multimodal Transportation Hub (Transit Center) 

The major multi-modal transportation hub planned in the Baileys Crossroads CBC is located 

along Jefferson Street with the general location shown on the Transportation Plan Map. This 

multimodal transit center will be located adjacent to the proposed streetcar station location on 

Jefferson Street and is proposed to be the transfer point between express and local buses and 

the Columbia Pike transit project. The transit center is also envisioned to accommodate 

alternative modes of transportation such as bicycles, cars and car sharing, taxis, and other 

personal transportation services. 

Road Network and Circulation 

The streets should provide a level of connectivity and accommodate all modes of transportation 

to the fullest extent possible. Reducing the number of driveway access points on the arterials, 

especially Leesburg Pike and Columbia Pike, and collectors (as the need arises) in the  

Baileys Crossroads CBC should be implemented to improve safety, connectivity and mobility. 

A high level of service should be maintained for pedestrians and cyclists, including safety and 

security, direct pathways, reasonable grades, and minimized delays at intersections especially 

within a quarter mile of the stations. 

Funding of Transportation Improvements and Service 

The traditional method of funding these transportation improvements has been through Federal, 

State and County sources; however, some combination of public and private sector funding may 

be necessary to cover the costs associated with these improvements and to expedite 

implementation. 
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Figure A 29: Baileys Crossroads Community Business Center 
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ALEXANDRIA TRANSPORTATION MASTERPLAN REVIEW 

Introduction 

The Alexandria Transportation Masterp6-lan focuses on six areas.  These areas include Transit, 

Pedestrian, Bicycle, Streets, Parking and Funding.  Included in the plan is the discussion of the 

three priority transit corridors which are discussed in greater detail in the Alexandria High 

Capacity Transit Corridor Study.  This primarily makes up the Transit component of the 

Alexandria Transportation Masterplan. 

Transit 

High Capacity Transit Corridors (A, B and C) 

The transit section of the masterplan aims at establishing three corridors known as corridors A, 

B and C.  These corridors are discussed in greater detail in the High Capacity Transit Corridor 

Study.  The plan considers a wide range of transit modes for the three corridors it identifies from 

local, shuttle buses to Light Rail.  The Map below shows a view of the three corridors in the City 

of Alexandria. 

The plan also includes strategies for transit supportive land-use.  This includes coordination with 

City planning efforts by reviewing and commenting on all new land use/development adjacent to 

the proposed corridors.  These reviews include the following: 

 Identification of rights-of-way to be dedicated as part of future planning or approval 

 Encouragement of coordination of an appropriate mixture and density of activity around 

transit stations 

 Addition of design requirements to create a comfortable walking environment for 

pedestrians and good connections for bicyclists. 
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Figure A 30: Proposed High-Capacity Transit Corridors 

 

 

Neighborhood Circulators 

The Alexandria Transportation Master Plan proposes neighborhood circulation to improve 

mobility between major developments and nearby destinations in addition to Metro stations.  

The plan proposes consolidation of existing private shuttle services.  By consolidating these 

services the plan intends to integrate stops and schedules providing connectivity between 

neighborhoods and dedicated transit corridor services.   

These neighborhood circulators would be typically found in lower-density neighborhoods and 

shopping areas providing an increase in city-wide mobility options.  The existing routes are 

funded through the Transportation Management Plan (TMP) and the plan anticipates that these 

newly consolidated services will continue to be funded as such. 

Bicycle 

The Alexandria Transportation Master Plan has identified a number of areas in which it intends 

to make bicycle improvements and enhancements.  The map below shows the many corridors 

and locations where these improvements are planned. 

Bicycle-Transit Connections 

The Transportation Plan for Alexandria recommends the integration of bicycle facilities and 

transit.  Among the five objectives outlined in the plan which include marketing and promotion of 

the use of bicycles as an alternative form of transportation are: 
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 Updates to the City of Alexandria’s ordinances, policies and regulations to encourage 

bicycle transportation and a seamless integration with transit 

 Review of all projects in the development and planning process ensuring adequate 

accommodation of bicycle and access to facilities including showers, lockers and bicycle 

parking. 

 

Figure A 31: Proposed Bicycle Facilities in Alexandria 

 

 

 Streets 

City of Alexandria is looking to take a more comprehensive approach to streets by focusing less 

on how to accommodate the automobile as has been done in the past.  Overall, this 

transportation plan update addresses City streets as a shared resource. 

The plan considers the importance of decision making regarding development and 

redevelopment insisting that they must conform to the future transportation vision of the City.  

The plan recommends that these development plans consider the following: 

 

 Implementation of dedicated transit lanes  

 Building access 
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 Pedestrian safety 

 Congestion reduction 

 

The plan also takes into consideration the accommodation of dedicated bicycle lanes as 

identified in the bicycle and pedestrian facilities update maps.  The plan also provides that 

improvements to roadways will include improvements to infrastructure that focus on enhancing 

safety and accessibility for all users. 

Alexandria’s Roadway Classification System 

The City of Alexandria defines the roadways within its jurisdiction slightly different than the 

Federal Highway Administration (FHWA).  Despite this difference, they still serve the same 

general purposes.  Below are the local classifications that Alexandria uses to describe its 

various roadways. 

The City of Alexandria has identified Arterials as their primary roadway type for designating 

dedicated transit lanes in order to provide for the efficient congestion free movement of transit 

services within dedicated transit lanes. 

 

Table A 12: City of Alexandria’s Roadways Classifications 

Alexandria 

Classification 

FHWA 

Classification 
Description 

Expressway 
Controlled Access 

Facilities 

Closed, continuous transportation system between 

principal traffic generators and attractors.  Consist of 

Freeways, expressways, and parkways.   

Arterials Primary Arterials 

Access is provided to adjacent land on a limited basis.  

Traffic is limited to through movements, particularly at 

peak hours.  Preferential signal, signal progression 

and linear continuity are essential. 

Primary 

Collectors 

Secondary 

Arterial 

Serve less concentrated areas such as neighborhood 

shopping centers, mixed use hubs and high schools.  

Carry a mix of local and through traffic.  Provide 

property access. 

Residential 

Collectors 
Collector Street 

Provide local direct access to individual homes, mixed 

use shopping and business areas.   
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Controlled Access Facilities/Expressways 

The City of Alexandria’s Transportation Master Plan identifies three facilities within its 

jurisdiction that it considers that fall under this classification based on the definitions listed in the 

table above.  These facilities are listed below: 

 I-395/Shirley Highway 

 I-95/I-495/Capitol Beltway 

 George Washington Memorial Parkway 

Primary Arterials/Arterials 

The City of Alexandria has noted a number of roadways befitting of this classification.  It also 

identifies roadways of this classification as candidates for implementing dedicated transit lanes 

for the efficient and congestion free movement of transit vehicles.  The roadways it identifies in 

the Master Plan include the following: 

 Duke Street (VA Rt 236 from Western City limits to Henry Street) 

 King Street (VA Rt. 7) 

 Quaker Lane 

 Seminary Road 

 U.S. Route 1 (Jefferson Davis Highway, Patrick Street and Henry Street) 

 Eisenhower Avenues 

 Van Dorn Street 

 Washington Street (Slaters Lane to I-95) 

Secondary Arterial/Primary Collectors 

The City of Alexandria identifies three roadways as Primary Collectors in its Master Plan.  These 

roadways include: 

 Braddock Road (From Beauregard Street to Commonwealth Avenue) 

 Commonwealth Avenue (From King Street to Reed Avenue) 

 East and West Glebe Road 

Local or Residential Street/Local Street 

The Transportation Master Plan for the City of Alexandria has noted that the intended use for 

these roadways is for local direct access to parcels and property that are otherwise not 

accessible from higher classified roadways.  As a result, the plan recommends that the use of 

these roadways as cut through routes should be limited and discouraged. 
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Travel Demand Management 

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) 

Recognizing that the ability to accommodate higher roadway capacity by the widening of 

existing roadways is limited within the City of Alexandria, the Master Plan recommends the 

implementation of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS).  The intent is that ITS will allow for 

the most efficient use of its existing roadway network.  The strategy also involves providing 

preference to through traffic. 

Employer Based Strategies 

The Transportation Master Plan proposes implementing programs that encourages employers 

in the area to encourage their employees to consider other means of commuting to work that 

depend less on the use of single occupancy vehicles.  One transit-related program includes a 

transit fare reduction program. 

Areawide Strategies 

The city of Alexandria identifies strategies such as transit service improvements, transit fare 

reductions and HOV lane implementation as areawide strategies. 

HOV Lane Implementation 

The City of Alexandria is looking to explore the regions strategy of adding additional HOV lanes 

as a TDM strategy.  The plan seeks to grand higher priority to higher occupancy vehicles such 

as transit buses.
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ALEXANDRIA WATERFRONT SMALL AREA PLAN 

Introduction 

Alexandria’s waterfront is special because of its unique and significant role in the nation’s 
history and because it is a world renowned example of the revitalizing role of art in the 
community. The waterfront is a source of prosperity, hometown pride and national significance. 
Although not within the Route 7 study area, its significance as a vibrant destination could inform 
transportation implications to the southern end of the study area. 

Transportation 

Old Town Alexandria – and the Waterfront Small Area Plan (Plan) planning area in particular – 

is predominantly mixed-use and pedestrian-oriented, having been used by City residents, 

businesses and visitors for more than 400 years. In addition to walking, visitors and residents to 

the waterfront use all forms of travel ranging from personal vehicles to water taxis, 

motorcoaches, trolleys, buses and bicycles, giving the waterfront a true multi-modal 

transportation system.  

Traffic Impact Study was performed as part of the waterfront planning effort to analyze future 

conditions in the transportation network that attends Old Town and the waterfront. The traffic 

study concluded that traffic will continue to increase on Washington Street through 2030 with a 

corresponding deterioration in the level of service at intersections. However, the increased 

congestion is not a result of the planned new development along the waterfront but primarily 

due to growth in regional background traffic, including through traffic coming in from or going to 

Fairfax County to the south. 

The City does not plan to add or widen streets within the existing street grid. Signal timing 

adjustments and exploring the addition of protected left turn movements, will not only help 

manage through traffic but can also optimize the distribution of waterfront-bound traffic. As to 

waterfront-specific traffic, the City’s strategy is to remove the vehicles from the street as soon as 

possible by proactively directing drivers to parking garages and enhancing the current carpool 

and bus ridership campaing. The City is currently implementing a Wayfinding Program, which is 

a toolbox of signage and information resources to efficiently guide and disperse all modes of 

transportation – pedestrian, vehicular, bicycle, transit and motorcoaches -- to and through the 

waterfront and relieve congestion on heavily traveled routes, such as King Street.  

Pedestrian Movement 

The most significant pedestrian recommendation in the Plan envisions that a pedestrian 

walkway will extend along the entire Alexandria riverfront to include the eastern frontage of 

Daingerfield Island on the north. Implementation of this key Plan feature will create connectivity 

from one end of the waterfront to the other and give pedestrians wider public access to the 

Potomac River in the future.  

Transit 

The waterfront planning area is well served by the King Street Trolley and a network of bus 

routes, primarily operated by the DASH system. There are six Alexandria DASH bus routes that 

provide regular and reliable east-west and north-south service through the waterfront planning 
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area and including stops at the Braddock and/or King Street Metro Stations. Moreover, WMATA 

provides regional bus services to the greater Alexandria, Fairfax and Arlington county areas as 

well as to the District of Columbia, supplementing the Metro which also provides service to 

those areas.  

During development of the Plan, residents and stakeholders expressed a desire to supplement 

the King Street Trolley route with a north-south route that originates in The Strand area to 

connect to activity centers located north of Founders Park. Future parking needs may also 

support the need for an easy connection to existing parking garages in the north Old Town area 

along the Potomac River. Shuttles or an expansion of the trolley service can be explored if and 

when development and tourism supports its operation, and may be part of a route for 

connecting the waterfront to the Braddock Road Metro station, the future Potomac Yard 

development and/or Del Ray, provided it can be done without harm to existing neighborhoods. 

Until that time, existing bus transit service appears adequate to serve the north-south routes 

near the waterfront and can be enhanced during special events to garages outside the core 

Plan area.  

Transit Recommendations 

 Continually assess existing transit service to determine where enhancements are 

needed.  

 Consider transportation linkages between the waterfront, Braddock Road Metro, 

Potomac Yard and Del Ray. 

 Increase King Street Trolley service between the King Street Metrorail station and the 

waterfront by decreasing headways and reinstating longer hours of operation 

 In the short and mid-term explore use of shuttle and other short-distance transportation 

services for those utilizing remote parking facilities and Metrorail Stations during special 

events and other activities as the City directs. 

 Modify the trolley route to conform to the new vision of the foot of King Street and to 

maintain the linkages between the King Street Trolley and the waterfront and water-

based modes of transport 

Bicycle 

The Alexandria waterfront has excellent bicycle access. While the on-street bicycle network has 

relatively few bicycle lanes, the slow design speed and pedestrian orientation of most streets on 

the waterfront encourage bicycles to ‘take the lane’ when traveling on Old Town streets. 

Significant off-street facilities include the 18-mile long Mount Vernon Trail (north-south) and the 

3-mile long Woodrow Wilson Bridge Trail (east-west). Bicycle sales, rentals, repair facilities, as 

well as bicycle parking and restrooms are available along the waterfront. 
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I-95 INTEGRATED CORRIDOR MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

This study will develop an ICM project definition and concept of operations for the I- 95/395 

corridor between Fredericksburg and the 14th Street Bridge. The ICM strategy will address 

multi-modal commuting and through traffic issues in the corridor, including comparative auto, 

carpool, rail and bus options as well as connectivity between these modes in order to make the 

fastest and safest possible trip. Innovative technologies will be identified that facilitate local, 

regional and freight travel in the corridor from a multimodal perspective.  The study identified a 

number of transit needs shown below.  Recommendations for the ICM system include 

technology and infrastructure improvements that would benefit transit, however no 

recommendations related to transit service itself were made in the document. 

Transit Needs 

 Reduce bus operational delay due to signal operations 

 Develop an integrated resource for customers to find real-time / schedule information for 

all carriers (currently multiple web sources, not all linked) 

 Provide accurate travel time information for express bus and rail transit services 

 Provide next bus / train info for drivers in order to help decide whether mode shift is 

appropriate 

 Enhanced parking information in support of more efficient use of park-and-ride capacity 

and increased traveler convenience 

 Next bus / train info at stops (VRE, buses) 
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I-66 MULTIMODAL STUDY, INSIDE THE BELTWAY 

The goal of the I-66 Multimodal Study is to: Identify a range of current and visionary multimodal 

and corridor management solutions (operational, transit, bike, and pedestrian, in addition to 

highway improvements) that can be implemented to reduce highway and transit congestion and 

improve overall mobility within the corridor and along major arterial roadways and bus routes 

within the study area. Final recommendations from this study have not been published.  

Available material includes an interim report from December 2011 and presentations given to 

the public.   

The interim report provided only an inventory of multimodal transportation options available to 

enhance mobility. The project continues to analyze and evaluate transportation strategies, 

projects, policies, or programs to identify 8-10 options with the most potential for enhancing 

mobility in the I-66 corridor inside the Beltway. Further analysis of 4-5 multimodal options 

packages designed to address the mobility issues in the I-66 corridor inside the Beltway is 

ongoing to result in the development of multimodal recommendations to improve mobility in the 

I-66 corridor inside the Beltway. 

One of the options being evaluated is titled: Bus Transit Level of Service and Capacity.  This 

option includes: several bus planned enhancements to local, commuter, and regional bus 

services including bus route changes and additions and new and enhanced priority bus services 

with 10-minute peak period frequency on I-66, U.S. 29, and U.S. 50.  Until such time as the final 

report is published it is difficult to ascertain the potential impact to the Metrobus network and 

fleet requirements. 
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SOUTH SIDE MOBILITY STUDY 

The scope of this study specifically calls for a feasibility evaluation of transit alternatives 

connecting the Metrorail Green Line in Maryland with the Metrorail Blue/Yellow Line in Virginia 

across the Woodrow Wilson Bridge (WWB) based on potential ridership and cost-effectiveness.  

Three basic types of guideway are under consideration for the initial alternatives: mixed-traffic 

operations; at-grade dedicated rights-of-way (ROW), and grade-separated, dedicated ROW.  

While this study did evaluate nine distinct alternatives, and provided projections for ridership, 

cost-effectiveness, and SOV reduction on WWB; it does not make any specific 

recommendations nor does it indicate potential changes to the Metrobus network or fleet.  

Additionally, the report provides no timeline for development of any alternatives, although the 

planning horizon year used for modeling purposes was 2040.  The report indicates that the 

study team will refine the alternatives per the direction of the Study Technical Committee and 

advance a smaller field of the most viable candidates. These refined alternatives will be 

modeled and cost estimates will be developed.  As there is currently no Metrobus service using 

the WWB, the only foreseeable impact would be to Metrobus routes that serve the Metrorail 

Green and Blue Line stations proposed as termini in the study alternatives 
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PRTC TRANSIT DEVELOPMENT PLAN (2012-2017) 

The six-year TDP identifies the cost-feasible service needs that are recommended for inclusion 

in the TDP time period (FY 2012 through FY 2017). Recommended improvements presented in 

Chapter 6 of the plan are financially constrained, based on anticipated funding availability during 

the TDP time period and include service changes to both Metro Direct and OmniRide services.  

Given the current economic climate and financial limitations, the six-year plan retains all current 

service, but includes no service expansions beyond already approved service enhancements to 

reconfigure existing routes between Gainesville and Washington. Additionally, a minimal 

number of contingency hours for schedule adjustments is also included to avert overcrowding 

and sustain on-time performance, but only to the extent that is possible without additional 

buses. Finally, the Tysons Express route will experience a travel time savings beginning in the 

second quarter of FY 2013 when the I-495 HOT lanes open. 

Linton Hall Metro Direct: Beginning in the second quarter of FY 2013, the six-year service plan 

includes eliminating the two additional express trips per day that were implemented in October 

2010.  

Manassas OmniRide: Beginning in the second quarter of FY 2013, the six-year service plan 

includes eliminating four trips and two buses from this route. The hours and buses would 

instead be utilized for concurrent implementation of the new Gainesville to DC route.  

Gainesville to DC OmniRide: This new route is included in the six-year service plan beginning in 

the second quarter of FY 2013 when the Cushing Road Commuter Lot opens. Proposed service 

levels would be four peak direction trips in both the AM and PM peak periods, using four 45’ 

commuter buses. The proposed alignment is from the Limestone Commuter Lot to the I-66 at 

US 29 interchange via Linton Hall and US 29, exiting I-66 to serve the Cushing Road Commuter 

lot, and continuing via I-66 to the State Department, through downtown DC, and east to the 

Navy Yard.  
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